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Welcome
to
EMEA
licit trade & Counterfeiting is a serious and growing threat to

society. Through smuggling, counterfeit and tax evasion, governments

are losing billions in lost tax revenues, legitimate businesses are being

undermined, and consumers are being exposed to poorly made and unregulated

products. EMEA Security Conference & Exhibition brings together Government Agencies

& Brand Owners to link them with Security Solution Providers to combat Illicit Trade &

Counterfeiting in EMEA through High Security Printing & Brand Protection Solution!

For the first time, EMEA Security Conference & Exhibition | High Security Printing,

Anti-Counterfeiting & Brand Protection will be hosted in Dubai, United Arab Emirates,
with the theme of "Combating Illicit Trade & Counterfeiting in EMEA Region" where
we will bring together an international audience of over 300 leading specialists

discussing latest trends, developments, threats and solutions relating to illicit trade &
counterfeiting across industries.

ssful examples and

innovative new technologies, with a special emphasis on the EMEA region through an

interactive Panel Discussions, Case Studies & Presentations, as well as a vibrant
Networking Sessions & an Exhibition.

We look forward to you joining the discussion, sharing your knowledge, and networking
with industry experts, colleagues and friends from around the globe. Welcome!

Hazem Ibrahim
Founder & CEO
ASIAS SECURITY GROUP SDN BHD

Guide for Call Applications

Protect your brand.
Grow your business.

Authenticate. Track. Engage.
Let VerifyMe brand protection experts
help you engage with your customers
and ensure product authenticity
to safeguard your brand, your
consumers—and your bottom line.

To learn more contact
info@verifyme.com
585.736.9400
verifyme.com

Experts in document
and brand protection
Holographic protection of
Banknotes, IDs and passports
Documents and valuables
Precious metals
Pharmaceuticals
Goods and product

Best holograms
on the Earth

Our solutions have been
awarded by globally recognized
professional organisations.

www.iqstructures.com

LEAD PARTNERS
The Emirates Intellectual Property Association (EIPA) was founded in 2010 /11/25 In Respect of The National
Societies and Associations of Public Welfare. EIPA is a United Arab Emirates (UAE) pre- eminent association of
professionals who specialize in Intellectual Property: patents for inventions, trademarks, copyright, and industrial
designs. EIPA is committed to the protection and promotion of Intellectual Property Right for the UAE economy,
safety and social development.
More details on www.eipa.ae

to achieve improvement in the brand protection environment across the Gulf Region. The group focuses on
education of the business community, consumers, media and interaction/collaboration with authorities – local,
regional, and international – to strengthen the enforcement of those laws governing illicit trade in all its forms.
More details on www.gulfbpg.com
The World Free Zones Organization (World FZO) is a global not-for-profit organization registered in Geneva,
Switzerland, and headquartered in Dubai, UAE since 2014. It unites its members under one authoritative
and collective voice, providing representation to the interests of free zones around the world. Its main goal is
to enhance free zones’ global contribution to economic prosperity and social development by fostering best
practices, sharing industry knowledge and supporting clean trade policies through standardized regulation,
over 130 countries.

More details on www.worldfzo.org

PLATINUM PARTNER
Since 1989, Certiline has used its experience in the chemical and graphic industries to develop products,
protect goods from tampering activities, making apparent any forgery and counterfeiting attempts. Our products
provides security and anti-counterfeiting systems.
More details on www.certiline.com

GOLD PARTNER
VerifyMe offers a range of brand protection technologies to authenticate products and packaging reducing
product counterfeiting and diversion. These solutions can also be used to better engage your customers, saving
money and increasing sales. Brand Protection & Consumer Engagement experts.
AUTHENTICATE - TRACK - ENGAGE
Bringing together 360º brand protection technologies to tailor anti-counterfeiting and diversion solutions to your
and your clients’ unique needs.
More details on www.verifyme.com

SILVER PARTNERS
Jura is a recognized name in the security printing market, offering solutions from document personalization,
high-security prepress, and platemaking to digital security and consultancy. We pioneer in anti-photocopy
security solutions for identity documents. Our design software packages are used by over 100 government
and licensed security printers providing solutions for banknote and high-security design. We also offer printing
solutions for the digital printing market, with innovative technology for brand protection.
More details on www.jura.hu

Ennoventure Inc was started in 2018 with the goal of being an innovative venture which develops digital
solutions to solve day to day problems faced by mankind. The company uses technologies like AI, Cryptography,
Blockchain, Geofencing and embedded solutions in their endeavour. With headquarters in Massachusetts, USA
and R&D centre in Bengaluru, India, Ennoventure patented their digital technology of encryption (without any
process change). The technology is used to ensure brand protection, tracking & tracing, and to enhance brand
engagement.
More details on www.ennoventure.com

SILVER PARTNERS
We share a passion for pushing technological boundaries. We enjoy confronting challenges in anti-counterfeiting
protection. That is why we succeed in bringing new trends to the industry and why we are a key partner of the
world’s largest banks and document-issuing authorities.
Research and development activities: Strong technical competence based on 25 years of research and
development in nanoengineering and material science.
In-house mastering and manufacturing: Industry recognition thanks to a creative combination of cutting-edge
technologies such as e-beam lithography, UV lithography and 3D nanoprinting.
More details on www.iqstructures.com

BRONZE PARTNERS
As a subsidiary of the Impala Group, and an industry leader in advanced digital enablement, our company shares
INEXTO’s technology is an enabler of transparent, trusted, and ethical trade. Through our vast experience,
INEXTO has developed an in-depth knowledge of the complex problems facing regulators, enforcement agencies,
businesses, and consumers. The know-how we have gained acts to drive our innovative mindset; ensuring that
our products and services deliver on our core values:
More details on www.inexto.com

a one-stop shop for both physical and digital product security. The unique tamper protection developed by
Securikett satisfies the strictest requirements. That's why Securikett VOID labels are in demand all over the
world. Founded in 2001, Securikett today exports to over 45 countries, more than 50% of which are in Asia. In
October 2017 we moved to our new headquarters in Münchendorf, near Vienna to stay innovative and reliable
partner for our demanding customers in the future as well.
More details on www.securikett.com

Rolling Optics offers the most secure and attractive visual anti-counterfeit solution available. The patented and
exceptionally complex technology creates a stunning 3D effect, virtually impossible to replicate. By simply looking
at the 3D security labels the consumer will instantly recognize they are buying a genuine product. There is no
need for special lighting or reading devices to authenticate the product. After implementing RO solutions, brands
have seen a sharp decline in counterfeits resulting in protected customers and rapidly increased revenues.
In addition to providing an immediate visual authentication, the brand specific 3D-effects can be combined
with a full range of track & trace, serialization and consumer engagement technologies. Our security solutions
More details on www.rollingoptics.com

ENHANCED EXHIBITORS
Since its inception in 1998, Stardust has been developing and commercializing state-of-the-art covert,
luminescent technology for Currency/Document Authentication, Supply Chain Traceability, and Brand/Liability
Protection. It was founded by Drs. Edward and Vitaly Talyansky, father and son, both physicists with a focus on
materials science. A lion share of its revenues and efforts is spent on constant innovation and expansion of its
portfolio of taggants and detection instruments. Stardust provides brand owners and government agencies with
the ability to authenticate their products and materials at any point in the supply chain, from the production site
to post-installation or return. Stardust is a major player in currency and tax stamp markets.
More details on www.stardustus.com
Bsecure is a full-service brand and document protection consulting and integration organization. We offer the
latest front-line technologies designed especially to combat and protect our clients from gray marketers and
counterfeiters. Bsecure was established in 1999 as a spin-off from its parent company, the Israeli Pitkit Printing
Enterprises Ltd. Today, Bsecure is partly owned by Arjo Solutions, one of the leading players in Brand Protection
solutions. Bsecure is located in Pitkit's modern, 4,000 square meter premises in the Caesarea Industrial Park,
Israel. Bsecure technologies can be found on smart labels for tagging and tracking products, smart packaging with
authentication technology for preventing counterfeiting, forgery, diversion, and theft; and government documents
including ID cards. We are committed to providing reliable, smart security solutions for comprehensive protection.
More details on www.bsecuregroup.com

Original
or Fake?
Stay well informed of your supply chain integrity with
Codikett®, a digital security platform from Securikett®.
Securikett® also provides advanced security labels and
packaging tapes to help to protect your product packaging
against tampering.
We know how to protect your products and supply chain by
integrating digital and physical security technologies.
Securikett® is a single source partner that enables you to
strengthen your brand, increase your customers‘ loyalty, and
protect your supply chain.
Securikett® - One-Stop-Shop
for physical and digital product protection
Talk to us

SECURIKETT Ulrich & Horn GmbH | office@securikett.com
Santorastr. 4 | A-2482 Münchendorf | T: +43 2259 30 800

NEXT
GENERATION
VISUAL BRAND
PROTECTION
Cutting-edge 3D microoptical technology to protect
your consumers, brand
and revenues.

Place
3D-label
here

www.rollingoptics.com
info@rollingoptics.com
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A series of conferences & exhibitions

ELIMINATING
Illicit Trade and counterfeit goods is a major and growing threat
towards our society worldwide; From smuggling, counterfeiting and
tax evasion, to the illegal sale or possession of goods, services,
humans and wildlife, governments are losing billions in tax revenues,
legitimate businesses are undermined, and consumers are exposed
to poorly made and unregulated products. The trade of counterfeit or
fake products is becoming a common practice worldwide due to its
on the threats associated with purchasing a counterfeit good, the
lack of rigorous enforcement by the authorities, and minimum legal
actions undertaken by brand owners.

EMEA Security Conference & Exhibition
Eliminating Illicit Trade & Counterfeits in Saudi Arabia

ASIA Security Conference & Exhibition
Eliminating Illicit Trade & Counterfeits in Philippines

ASIA Security Conference & Exhibition
Eliminating Illicit Trade & Counterfeits in Cambodia

Organised By:

ASIA Security Conference & Exhibition
Eliminating Illicit Trade & Counterfeits in Malaysia

EMEA Security Conference & Exhibition
Eliminating Illicit Trade & Counterfeits in United Arab Emirates

For Partnership Opportunities

HAZEM IBRAHIM
Founder & CEO

Mobile: +60 14 331 2304
Email: hazemm@hspbp.com
All Rights Reserved To
©ASIAS SECURITY GROUP SDN BHD

OUR MISSION
COMBATING THE GLOBAL THREAT OF ILLICIT TRADE AND COUNTERFEIT GOODS
With the global trade in fake goods worth some half a trillion US dollars a year, IP crime touches all industry
sectors, affecting the global economy and endangering public health. From smuggling, counterfeiting and tax
evasion, to the illegal sale or possession of goods, services, humans and wildlife, illicit trade is compromising
activity, depriving governments of revenues for investment in vital public services, dislocating millions of
legitimate jobs and causing irreversible damage to ecosystems and human lives. Collaboration is the Key to
combating Illicit Trade, therefore, our aim in organizing conferences is to provide an open dialogue platform to
enhance cooperation and to share best practices between parties in the public and private sectors to achieve
our co-shared goal to combat Illicit Trade.
For more info visit: www.hspbp.com
SPONSORSHIP & EXHIBITION

HAZEM IBRAHIM
Mobile: (+60) 14 331 2304
Email: hazemm@hspbp.com
SPEAKING ENQUIRIES

VIVIAN LIM
Mobile: (+60) 14 331 2304
Email: vivian@asia-security.com
COLLABORATION & PARTNERSHIPS

HAZEM IBRAHIM
Mobile: (+60) 14 331 2304
Email: hazemm@hspbp.com
ASIAS SECURITY GROUP SDN. BHD.
B-9-10 Laman Scenaria North Kiara,
No.6, Jalan 6/38a, Taman Sri Sinar,
51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 3 2935 9809

www.hspbp.com

